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ABSTRACT

The Fermilab Tevatron is currently the highest energy collider
in the world. For the next ten years, while the Large Hadron
Collider is being constructed at CERN, the Tevatron will remain
the premier machine to search for new physics like supersym-
metry. Moderate upgrades to the machine and experiments will
enable physicists to explore many interesting regions in super-
symmetric parameter space. The TeV33upgrade project at the
Tevatron is planned for the beginning of the next decade. In this
paper we show the potential of the TeV33 project to discover
supersymmetry, to distinguish between different models and to
measure the first supersymmetric parameters.

I. OVERVIEW

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is in remarkably
good agreement with existing data. In spite of this fact, there are
strong theoretical arguments to suggest that the SM will break
down in the TeV domain. Thus, high energy physics is cur-
rently in the position of having a theory that works at a level of
high precision, but must in fact be modified at an energy scale
not far above the energy of existing accelerators. The Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) would provideaccess to newphysics at
the TeV-scale when it becomes operational in about ten years.
In the meantime, modest upgrades to the Tevatron could pro-
vide important evidence for new physics and help map out the
strategy for further explorations at the LHC and the proposed
Next Linear Collider (NLC).

Any model of new physics must face the difficult task of ac-
commodating the high precision tests of the SM, and yet sig-
nificantly modifying it at an energy scale not much beyond that
of the Z boson. Supersymmetry[1] (SUSY) provides such a
framework because of the rapid decoupling of SUSY partners
from SM particles. In addition, the solution that supersymme-
try gives to the hierarchy problem requires that there be a large

number of new SUSY particles lying approximately between
100 GeV/c2 and 1 TeV/c2. Experimental searches for the SUSY
particles have examined only a very small part of this expected
mass range, so it is not surprising that the SUSY particles have
not yet been discovered. It is thus of importance for new accel-
erators to try to increase the mass reach if supersymmetry is to
be tested.

Extensive work was done during the TeV2000 studies[2] to
delineate the discovery reach of various Tevatronupgrades in
supersymmetric parameter space. Much effort was also devoted
to understanding the degradation of discovery reach in a high
luminosity environment. It is possible that the first signals for
supersymmetry (or deviations from the Standard Model) will be
observed at LEP2 or in Run II of the Tevatron. At Snowmass,
we chose several points in supersymmetric parameter space as-
sumed to be discoverable by Tevatron Run II. Our goal was to
try to ascertain the capability of an upgraded Tevatron to per-
form precision measurements of supersymmetric particles, and
to measure fundamental parameters. We show in this report that
the large increase in luminosity may allow not only for the dis-
covery of supersymmetry, but also may give sufficiently signif-
icant event rates that several precision measurements of under-
lying parameters will be possible.

II. MINIMAL SUPERGRAVITY MODEL

For the studies performed in this report, we adopt the theoret-
ical framework of the minimal supergravity model (mSUGRA),
which is described in greater detail in the Report of the Super-
symmetry Theory Subgroup[1]. Briefly, this model adopts the
particle content and interactions of the Minimal Supersymmet-
ric Standard Model (MSSM), but with additional assumptions
due to theoretical prejudice about physics at the grand unifica-
tion (GUT) scale. It assumes the MSSM is a valid theory at
energies ranging from the weak scale to the GUT scale. In-
spired by the simplest supergravity GUT models, it assumes
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a common GUT scale scalar massm0, a common GUT scale
gaugino massm1=2 and a common GUT scale trilinear coupling
A0. The various couplings and soft-SUSY breaking terms are
evolved from the GUT scale down to the weak scale via renor-
malization group equations. Electroweak symmetry is broken
radiatively owing to the large top Yukawa coupling, which al-
lows determination of the magnitude (but not the sign) of the
Higgsino mixing parameter� in terms ofMZ , and allows elim-
ination of the bilinear soft termB in lieu of tan �, the ratio of
Higgs field vaccum expectation values. Thus, the parameter set
(m0; m1=2; A0; tan � andsgn(�)) completely determines all
SUSY particle masses and mixings. Note that this framework
assumes only anSU (3)�SU (2)�U (1) gauge structure, and so
does not include effects from any particular GUT group choice.

Several experimental successes have led to the acceptance of
the model described above. It provided a simple mechanism for
grand unification of the precision LEP measurements. Further,
unification occurs if SUSY masses are precisely in the range
needed to resolve the gauge hierarchy problem. The model is
also consistent with low energy SM tests. If, in addition, the
SU (5) GUT group is hypothesized, the model is still allowed
by current bounds on proton decay. Finally, the condition ofR-
parity invariance leads to a stable lightest supersymmetric par-
ticle (LSP) which provides the right amount of dark matter over
a large fraction of the supersymmetric parameter space[3]. This
agreement is non-trivial as the relic dark matter density depends
on such disparate quantities as the electroweak coupling con-
stant, the LSP mass, the gravitational constant and the Hubble
constant.

If one adds additional light Higgs doublets to the particle
spectrum, agreement with grand unification (or proton decay
bounds in the case ofSU (5)) is lost, while a Higgs singlet
would generally destabilize the gauge hierarchy. While the
assumption of exactly four generations is still consistent with
grand unification, it would ruin the prediction ofmb/m� for
groups such asSU (5) or SO(10). Thus, the chosen model is
fairly constrained, and it is therefore reasonable to use it as the
prototype for testing accelerator capabilities.

A model with so few parameters allows a number of predic-
tions of the mass spectrum. Thus, there are a number of light
particles present,e:g:, the light Higgs (h) has a mass boundmh
<
� 130 GeV/c2 (mh

<
� 150 GeV/c2 for a theory with arbitrary

Higgs content). The theory also predicts the existence of a light
chargino (��

1
) and two light neutralinos (�0

1;2). For example, for
�2 � M 2

Z (i:e:, � >
� 3MZ) one hasm�

�

1

' m�0
2

' 2 m�0
1

'

(1
3
�

1

4
)m~g . The�0

1
is the LSP for almost the entire parameter

space.
The spectrum of supersymmetric particles in mSUGRA is

shown in Table I. Note that~ti; ~bi, and ~�i (i = 1; 2) are mix-
tures of the corresponding left- and right- chiral scalar fields,
charginos are mixtures of charged higgsino and wino, and neu-
tralinos are mixtures of two neutral higgsinos, bino and the neu-
tral wino.

At hadron colliders, sparticles can be produced via the fol-
lowing lowest-order reactions:

� q�q; gg; qg!egeg; egeq; eqeq (strong production)

Table I: List of supersymmetric partners and Higgs bosons.

Particle Name Spin Physical States
squarks 0 ~dL, ~uL, ~sL, ~cL, ~b1, ~t1,

~dR, ~uR, ~sR, ~cR, ~b2, ~t2
sleptons 0 ~eL, ~�eL, ~�L, ~��L,

~�1, ~��L, ~eR, ~�R, ~�2
charginos 1

2
��
1

, ��
2

neutralinos 1

2
�0
1
, �0

2
, �0

3
, �0

4

gluino 1

2
eg

Higgs bosons 0 h,H, A, H�

� q�q; qg!eg�0i ; eg�
�
i ; eq�

0

i ; eq�
�
i (associated production)

� q�q!��i �
�
j ; �

�
i �

0

j ; �
0

i�
0

j (� pair production)

� q�q!e`e�; e`e`; e�e� (slepton pair production)

Once produced, sparticles rapidly decay to other sparticles ini-
tiating a cascade which ends with the LSP (�0

1
).

III. CURRENT STATUS OF THE SEARCH FOR
SUSY

The current mass limits on supersymmetric particles and the
light Higgs particle are shown in Table II. Most of the cur-
rent lower limits are below or near the low end of the expected
SUSY mass spectrum. It is is not surprising that they have not
been discovered. However, naturalness arguments suggest that
some of the SUSY masses may be quite close to these lower
limits[4]. TeV33 may provide one of the first opportunities to
explore a substantial fraction of the expected SUSY spectrum.
Note that some of these limits depend on the choice of a spe-

Table II: Current mass limits on supersymmetric partners and
light Higgs. Some limits are model dependent – lower mass
particles possible under certain circumstances.

Particle Mass Limit Comments
eg 173 GeV/c2 DØ & CDF
eq 229 GeV/c2 DØ & CDF (M

eq
=M

eg
)

et1 100 GeV/c2 DØ (et1 ! c�01)
et2 48 GeV/c2 LEP140(M

�
0

1

= 30 GeV/c2)

��
1

65 GeV/c2 LEP140(M
�
�

1

�M
�
0

1

> 10 GeV/c2)

�0
2

69 GeV/c2 LEP140(M
�0
2

�M
�0
1

> 10 GeV/c2)

�0
1

20 GeV/c2 LEP
e` 45 GeV/c2 LEP
~e 53 GeV/c2 LEP140(M

�0
1

< 35 GeV/c2)

e� 43 GeV/c2 LEP
h 60 GeV/c2 LEP
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cific supersymmetric model. Lower mass particles may exist
depending on the choice of SUSY parameters.

As an example, we illustrate a slice of them0 vs. m1=2

mSUGRA parameter space in Fig. 1, fortan � = 2, � > 0

andA0 = 0. The bricked regions are excluded by theoreti-
cal constraints (improper Electro-Weak symmetry breaking or
a charged LSP), while the shaded regions are excluded by the
mass bounds from Table II. Contours of constantm~g , m~q and
m��

1

are shown as well.

Figure 1: Contours of gluino, squark and chargino mass in the
m0 vs.m1=2 plane fortan � = 2, A0 = 0 and� > 0.

IV. DISCOVERY REACH OF TEV33

Production and decay of SUSY particles at the Tevatron col-
lider can lead to many different signatures which may yield ev-
idence for supersymmetry[5]. In particular, in many regions of
parameter space, a signal for SUSY could be found above SM
background rates by looking fori) multi-jet +6ET events (no iso-
lated leptons),ii ) single isolated lepton+ multi-jets +6ET events,
iii ) isolated dilepton+ multi-jets+6ET events (opposite sign
(OS) or same-sign (SS)),iv) isolated trilepton+ multi-jets +6ET

events,v) clean (jet-free) isolated trilepton +6ET events, andvi)
clean (jet-free) isolated dilepton +6ET events. In addition, other
channels are possible, and are generally less promising.

Of the above channels, the clean trilepton channel is generally
regarded as most promising, since it allows SUSY to be dis-
covered at a high luminosity Tevatron collider over the largest
region of parameter space[6]. We show in Fig. 2 the samem0

vs. m1=2 plane as in Fig. 1[7]. The grey boxes are parameter
space points where the Tevatron Main Injector (2 fb�1 of inte-
grated luminosity) should be able to discover supersymmetry,
while the white boxes are points where TeV33 should be able
to discover supersymmetry. Note the maximum reach inm1=2

corresponds to a gluino mass of over 700 GeV/c2! There also
exist regions (largem0 and lowm1=2 where interference effects
in the neutralino leptonic branching fraction lead to no reach at
all.

Figure 2: Parameter space reach of Tevatron Main Injector (grey
boxes) and TeV33 (white boxes) for the same parameter plane
as in Fig. 1, via the clean trilepton channel.

Such a plot can also be made as a function of the chargino
mass. Figure 3 is taken from Ref.[8], and illustrates the model
dependence of the chargino mass accessible via the clean trilep-
ton search. The cross section times branching fraction times
detection efficiency is plotted as a function of the��

1
mass.

Typical DØ and CDF detection efficiencies have been applied.
Each point in the plot represents the prediction from a specific
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Figure 3: Total supersymmetric trilepton signal (��BR�EFF)
versus the lightest chargino mass[8]. The branching ratio (BR)
is defined as the fraction of��

1
�0
2

events that decay to 3 lep-
tons. The efficiency (EFF) is the fraction of 3 lepton events that
pass the cuts. The 5� significances for integrated luminosities
200 pb�1, 2 fb�1, and 25 fb�1 are shown by the dark horizon-
tal lines. The different symbols correspond to when the�0

2
has

(A) a neutral “invisible” branching ratio> 90%, (B) a large de-
structive interference in 3-body leptonicdecays, (C) a branching
ratio to Higgs> 50%, or (D) all other solutions.
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Table III: Summary of SUSY mass reaches obtainable at various colliders. “Exhaustive Reach” means the mass limit for any
choice of parameters. Searches at LHC are not shown here.

Collider LEP2 TeV33 NLCp
s 190 GeV 2 TeV 500 GeVZ
Ldt 500 pb�1 25 fb�1 20 fb�1

Max. reach Exhaustive reach Max. reach Max. reach

��
1

90 GeV/c2 N/A 250 GeV/c2 248 GeV/c2

~g=~q 85 GeV/c2 (100 pb�1) 275 GeV/c2 > 450 GeV/c2 �250 GeV/c2
~t1 (! c�0

1
) 83 GeV/c2 45 GeV/c2 (2 fb�1) 120 GeV/c2 (2 fb�1) �250 GeV/c2

~t1 (! b��
1

) N/A 150 GeV/c2 180 GeV/c2 �250 GeV/c2

mSUGRA parameter space point. We find that the minimum
� � BR � �tot for integrated luminosities of 2 fb�1 and 10 fb�1

are 3.0 fb and 1.3 fb respectively, by requiring the number of
signal events which yield a5� significance above background.
The maximum��

1
masses we can probe are 210 GeV/c2 and

235 GeV/c2. Note that for a few models,��
1

might escape de-
tection with much lower masses.

The mass reach fromall discovery channels can be combined
on a single plot. This is done in Fig. 4, for the same frame as
Fig. 1. The black squares denote points accessible by the current
Tevatron experiments (0.1 fb�1). Comparing Fig. 4 to Fig. 2, it
is easy to see that most of this reach is achieved via the clean
trilepton searches.

Figure 4: Parameter space reach of Tevatron Main Injector (grey
boxes) and TeV33 (white boxes) for the same parameter plane
as in Fig. 1, whereall channels are included.

The SUSY mass reach at TeV33 (25 fb�1) is compared to
the reach expected at LEP2 and the NLC in Table IV. While
LEP2 can find or exclude the light chargino (��

1
) and light top-

squark (~t1) masses up to nearly its kinematical limit (
p
s=2),

searches at TeV33 could obtain a maximum reach 2-3 times
that of LEP2. If LEP2 found a 90 GeV/c2 chargino, we would
expect a 270-360 GeV/c2 gluino at TeV33 for the mSUGRA
model. Such a gluino should be easily detectable at TeV33. It

should also be possible to gain a rough measure of the gluino
mass at TeV33. TeV33 is also competitive to the NLC in the
gluino/squark searches. Thus, the SUSY searches at TeV33 are
complementary to those at LEP2[9] and the NLC.

V. MEASUREMENT OF SUSY PARAMETERS

In consultation with the SUSY Theory Subgroup, we have
chosen four points for detailed studies at Snowmass (see Ta-
ble IV). These points do not exhaust all possible supersymmet-
ric signatures at the Tevatron. Rather, they exemplify a few of
the many signatures that may be accessible at the Tevatron –
signatures which are crucial in order to show that supergravity-
inspired low energy supersymmetry is (or is not) the underlying
theory behind any observed deviation from the Standard Model.

Table IV: SUSY parameter points studied at Snowmass. Point 2
is the Common Point.

m0 m1=2 A0 tan � sgn(�)
All masses in GeV/c2

Point 1 100 150 0 2 �1
Point 2 200 100 0 2 �1
Point 3 200 125 0 10 �1
Point 4 200 130 �400 2 +1

m~g m~q m
�
�

1

m~t1
m�0

1

All masses in GeV/c2

Point 1 413 372 135 315 65
Point 2 298 317 96 264 45
Point 3 369 368 92 269 50
Point 4 371 373 88 140 46

Our Point 2 was chosen to be the same as NLC Point 3 and
LHC parameter space Point 4, and will be referred to as the
Common Point. The top quark mass was set to 175 GeV/c2

in the simulations. Note that all points chosen yield reason-
able values for the cosmological neutralino dark matter relic
density[3].
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A. Event generation and simulation

We have usedISAJET[10] v7.13/v7.20 to generate all the final
states for the chosen points, and used v7.20 for the background
events. We have used a detector simulation package provided
by F. Paige[11]. The following resolutions were used to model
the calorimeters for a TeV33 detector:

EM Cal 15%=
p
E� 2%

Hadronic Cal 50%=
p
E� 3%

Forward Cal 80%=
p
E� 3% for j�j > 3.4.

Jets were found using a simple fixed-cone algorithm with
R = 0:7 in the regionj�j < 3.4 andET > 8 GeV.

B. The Supersymmetric Trilepton Signature

The trilepton signature has great potential for being the dis-
covery channel for SUSY. There are very few Standard Model
backgrounds, primarilyW andZ boson pair production with
each boson decaying leptonically. The SUSY trilepton signa-
ture results from the associated production of��

1
��
2

fermion
pairs. It has been shown that the discovery reach for TeV33 is
significant for the trilepton signature. If SUSY is discovered,
and the production of SUSY particles produces a significant
trilepton signature, one would like to measure the underlying
physics of SUSY - the various parameters defining the theory.
This section deals with what might be possible to learn about
SUSY given a sample of trilepton SUSY events.

The primary focus of this study is to distinguishvarious points
in mSUGRA parameter space using the trilepton signature. In
this section, we compare the clean trilepton signal from Point 1
(P1) and the Common Point (P2).

1. Trilepton Event Selection and Backgrounds

For the next collider run of the Tevatron with the Main In-
jector, the expected integrated luminosity for each of the two
collider experiments is 2 fb�1. For TeV33 the current working
scenario is 30 fb�1. One question to answer is how many sig-
nal events do we expect to see for the two points. For 30 fb�1

we expect 500 events for the Common Point and 425 events
for Point 1 using the cuts shown in the next paragraph. From
background samples ofWZ boson pairs and top quark produc-
tion we find that we should expect to see 190WZ boson pairs
and 75 top events. These numbers are determined by generating
Monte Carlo samples usingISAJETv7.13.

Trilepton events are selected by requiring one lepton (muon
or electron) withpT greater than 15 GeV/c and two additional
leptons withpT greater than 10 GeV/c. We require that the
missingET be greater than 20 GeV. Since both SUSY particles
produced in these events decay leptonically, we require that the
events be relatively quiet hadronically by requiring that there
be no more than one jet in the event. This jet cut is applied
primarily to separate the direct production of��

1
��
2

pairs from
squark and gluino production which can produce charginos and
neutralinos in their cascade decays along with a large number of
jets, and to reducet�t background. We estimate a combined trig-
ger, tracking, and lepton identification efficiency of 47% from

our experience with the latest Tevatron collider data. The total
branching fraction to three leptons times kinematic efficiency is
4.6% for Point 1 where the production cross section is 0.65 pb.
For the Common Point with a production cross section of 3.24
pb, the total branching fraction to three leptons times kinematic
efficiency is 1.08% .

In Fig. 5, we plot the invariant mass of the two leptons which
are most likely to come from theZ boson or��

2
(opposite

charge, same species, and closest in proximity) for the Com-
mon Point (solid line) andWZ boson pair (dashed line) Monte
Carlo samples. As one can see the Common Point distribution

Figure 5: The dilepton mass distributions of the Common Point
(solid) andWZ boson pair (dashed) Monte Carlo samples.

is quite distinct from theWZ boson pair background, which
can be removed by a mass cut. The mass difference for the��

2

(mass = 97.3 GeV/c2) and��
1

(mass = 44.6 GeV/c2) is given by
the upper edge of the Common Point distribution[12]. The top
background mass distribution (not shown) is flat and is about
at the same level on the plot as the tails of theWZ boson pair
distribution. From this simulation of Common Point signal and
background, it is apparent that the mass difference of the two
lightest neutralinos can be measured.

2. Differentiating between SUSY Models

In the case of the Common Point, the��
2

is lighter than the
sleptons – thus it can decay into a��

1
and a pair of same-flavor

leptons through a virtualZ boson. The maximum value for the
invariant mass of the lepton pair occurs when the��

1
particle is

at rest in the three body decay. Therefore, this maximum value
corresponds to the mass difference between the two neutralinos.
This technique provides a powerful method for constraining the
neutralino mass spectrum.

In the case of Point 1, the charged sleptons are lighter than
the��

2
fermion, such that the��

2
decays to a real charged right

handed slepton and a lepton with a branching fraction of about
85%. The slepton then decays to lepton and��

1
. Since this is
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a cascade of two body decays, the endpoint of the two-lepton
mass need not be the mass difference of the two neutralinos.
Therefore, we cannot determine the neutralino mass difference
for this point. In addition, it would not even be possible to dis-
tinguish between the two models described by Points 1 and 2
based on the mass difference.

In Fig. 6 are shown four frames of distributions in different
variables. The solid line is Point 1 and the dashed line is the
Common Point. The plots have been normalized to the number
of events in each sample. Plot A is the dilepton mass (Var1). As

Figure 6: Various distributions for Point 1 (solid) and the Com-
mon Point (dashed) showing the similarities and differences for
these two models. The histograms have been normalized to the
number of events and are described in detail in the text.

one can see the upper edge of the distribution for both points is
about 55 GeV/c2, consistent with the mass difference of the two
lightest neutralinos for the Common Point. However, for Point
1, the masses of the two lightest neutralinos are 135.5 and 65.3
GeV/c2 respectively with a difference of about 70 GeV/c2.

What might be done to distinguish these two scenarios? The
different paths of the decay of the��

2
for the two points do lead

to different kinematic signatures. This is shown in plots B and
D of Fig. 6. In plot B (Var2), the scalar difference in thepT
of the two leptons from the��

2
(as defined above) divided by

the magnitude of the sum of the momentum vectors of the two
leptons, is histogrammed. For the case where the��

2
decays via

sleptons, one expects thepT of the two leptons to be more un-
equal compared to the case where the��

2
decays via three-body

decay modes. In plot D (Var4), the difference in the missing
ET and thepT of the third leading lepton, divided by the scalar
sum of thepT of the two leading leptons, is given. Plot C gives
the scalar sum (Var3) of thepT of the three leading leptons and
the missingET . The difference in the two distributions in plot
C reflects the fact that the masses of the SUSY gauginos in the
Point 1 scenario are heavier than those of the Common Point.

3. Maximum Likelihood Fit to the Trilepton Signal

There may be other similar distributions like those in Fig. 6,
and given 400–500 events it may not to be too difficult to match
the data to the best model (or at least class of models). But in
Run II of the Tevatron collider with Main Injector, we expect
only 20-30 events from scenarios like Point 1 or the Common
Point. For so few events, it may be possible to use fitting pro-
cedures such as neural networks to at least constrain potential
models (e.g. fits may indicate a model that has light sleptons).
To test this a simple log likelihood calculation was used to try to
distinguish the two mSUGRA scenarios. The distributions B),
C), and D) in Fig. 6 were used to calculate the log likelihood
value for samples of Point 1 and Common Point Monte Carlo.
We calculate a log likelihood discriminant, which is the differ-
ence in the log likelihood calculated from the Point 1 and Com-
mon Point distributions. IfLL2 is the value of the log likelihood
calculated from the Common Point distributions andLL1 from
Point 1, then the discriminant (LL2� LL1) is on average neg-
ative for events from the Point 1 model and positive for events
from the Common Point model. Thus, an ensemble of events
could be classified as more likely to be from Point 1 rather than
the Common Point. By selecting an appropriate set of distribu-
tions that define the unique difference between two models or
class of models, it may be possible to determine that a set of
events excludes one model or class of models.

Assuming that we have 20 events from one or the other of the
two models (expected from the Tevatron’s Run II), we calcu-
late the value of the discriminant and calculate the average. We
do this for many sets of twenty events for both Point 1 and the
Common Point. The average is plotted in Fig. 7. P1 is Point
1 and P2 is the Common Point. The distributions were nor-
malized by the number of sets of 20 events, so the histogram
represents the probability of getting the indicated values of the

Figure 7: The average value of the discriminantLL2�LL1 for
many ensembles of 20 events for the Common Point (P2) and
Point 1 (P1).
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discriminant for P1 and P2 averaging over 20 events. If a cut of
0 onLL2 � LL1 was used to distinguish between P1 and P2,
then there is a 9% chance that if P1 is the true model (or class
of model), we could make the incorrect choice. Similarly, there
is a 7% chance that if P2 is the true model, we would make the
incorrect choice with a cut at 0. With higher statistics, the prob-
ability of ascertaining the correct model increases. Though the
above study was done for a Run II scenario, similar techniques
may be used for low statistics SUSY signals at TeV33.

C. Theb~b Signature from Gluino Decays

We report here results for Point 2, which is the common com-
parison point. The cross section for gluino production is quite
large at the Tevatron for this point. The branching ratios into
bottom quarks are also very large.

The cross section for the processes involving gluino produc-
tion is:

�(p�p! ~g +X) = 0:783 pb:

The masses of the SUSY Particles involved in the gluino pro-
duction and decay are as follows:

M~g = 298 GeV/c2

M~b = 278 GeV/c2

M�0
2

= 98 GeV/c2

M�0
1

= 44 GeV/c2

The branching ratios relevant to our study are as follows:

~g ! ~bb = 88.6%
~b! �02b = 86.3%

�02 ! �01`
+`� = 33.2 % with ` = e; �

The cascade decay sequence of the gluino that we studied is
then:

~g! ~bb; ~b! �02b; �02 ! �01`
+`�;

where�01 is the LSP. Thus, the gluino signature would be the
presence of two opposite sign leptons (2e’s or 2 �’s if we ne-
glect the� pair decay mode), two bottom quarks and6ET .

It is expected that with the large cross section for~g and using
an efficient b-tagging algorithm (which can be easily obtained
with the planned silicon detectors for CDF and DØ in Run II and
the CDF experience in Run I), we can obtain a healthy signal in
Run II at TeV33 with 30 fb�1 of data. The major background
to this signal would bet�t production, which has a cross section
� � 6:8 pb.

Can we measure any of the SUSY particle masses with this
final state? A method for measuring the~g and the~b mass, once
the masses of�02 and�01 are known, was suggested at this Work-
shop by W.-M. Yao[13], who applied it first to LHC Monte
Carlo events. We repeat that analysis here.

1. Event Selection and Mass Analysis

We reduce Standard Model and instrumental backgrounds
with the following requirements:

� Electrons :pT > 8 GeV/c,j�j < 2.0

� Muons :pT > 8 GeV/c,j�j < 1.4

� Require at least two isolated leptons of the same flavor with
opposite sign.

� b jets :ET > 10 GeV,j�j < 2.0. Ab-tagging efficiency of
66% is assumed.

� Require at least two identifiedb-jets.

� 6ET > 20 GeV.

The same cuts were applied to the signal events and the top
background events reported here.

Figure 8 shows the invariant mass of the two leptons for both
signal and background. It shows a broad peak at about 35
GeV/c2 with a sharp fall at about 45-50 GeV/c2. The back-
ground from SUSY events, as well as from top quark events,
exhibits a more flat behavior.
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Figure 8: The dilepton invariant mass distribution from SUSY
(solid line) and top production (dashed line), for 30 fb�1 of data
at TeV33. Common point 2 is used. Events were required to
contain at least 2b-tags, as described in the text.

If we interpret this spectrum as due to the�02 ! �01`
+`� de-

cay, the sharp fall in the high part of the spectrum corresponds
to the point in the Dalitz plot at which both the�01 and thè +`�

system are at rest. As pointed out in Ref [13] at this particular
point the momentum of both the�01 and the�02 can be easily
calculated in terms of the measured momentum of the`+`�

system and the�01 mass. The value at the edge of the spectrum
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corresponds to the neutralino mass difference, which is approx-
imately equal to the�0

1
mass sincem�0

2

� 2 � m�0
1

for the
SUSY models considered here.

Assuming that we know the mass of the�0
2
, we can combine

the�0
2

with any of the identifiedb jets to get the~b invariant mass
distribution, then combine another of theb jets with m~b to obtain
the ~g mass distribution. Figure 9 shows the mass difference
�(m~g �m~b) versus m~b.
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Figure 9: The gluino-sbottom mass difference versus the sbot-
tom mass for 30 fb�1 of data at TeV33. Common point 2 is
used.

We notice some concentrations of events, one at low�m val-
ues, another at low m~b values, and another at m~b around 280
GeV/c2. It is clear that the cluster atm~b = 280 GeV/c2 is corre-
lated with the low�m cluster and that by cutting at low�mwe
reduce the background. This is a technique employed at both
SPEAR and CLEO for charm and bottom particle mass mea-
surements. Finally, Fig. 10 shows the projection on the�m
axis as well as the projection on the sbottom mass axis after a
�m< 45 GeV/c2 cut.

The result of a fit to the�m plot is 23.3� 1.2 GeV/c2, very
close to the expected value of 20 GeV/c2. It is clear that there
are sufficient events to measure the mass difference with rea-
sonable precision. Also, the sbottom signal is sufficient for a
good measurement. We have not done studies of the systematic
errors associated with such measurements.

D. The MissingET plus Jets Signature

If the gluino or squarks are sufficiently light, the upgraded
Tevatron should allow detection via the standard “missingET

plus jets” signature. The missingET distributions from all
SUSY sources in the Comparison Point are shown in Fig. 11.
For missingET less than 100 GeV, the total distribution is dom-
inated by chargino-neutralino combinations. Above 100 GeV,
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Figure 10: The gluino-sbottom mass difference, top, and the
reconstructed sbottom mass from SUSY (solid line) and back-
ground top production (dashed line), for 30 fb�1 of data at
TeV33. Common point 2 is used.

the distribution is dominated by gluino-squark and associative
production combinations. The different contributions are la-
beled on the figure.

For this point, the gluino mass was 298 GeV/c2 and the aver-
age squark mass was 317 GeV/c2. To get an indication of how
the SUSY signal compares to Standard Model backgrounds, a
simple, non-optimized selection was made requiring� 3 jets
with ET > 30 GeV,HT (sum of all jetET ’s) > 200 GeV,
and missingET > 100 GeV. The resulting distribution is shown
in Fig. 12. The plot includes the distribution for the dominant
background,Z ! ��� + jets. Additional backgrounds from mis-
measuredW andZ events and top production will likely in-
crease the background by a factor of at least two.
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Figure 11: MissingET distribution from all SUSY sources for
the Comparison Point.

Figure 12: MissingET distributions for a 30 fb�1 data set se-
lecting events with jets and largeHT :

The SUSY signal for this point is sufficiently large that the
excess would be 10 standard deviations with 2 fb�1 and a back-
ground five times larger than that shown. Previous studies[2]
have shown that the reach for the case wherem~g � m~q is at
least 450 GeV/c2 for a 30 fb�1 run at

p
s = 2 TeV. Ifm~q � m~g,

the gluino mass reach will be� 350 GeV/c2. Thus, discovery
via the missingET plus jets signature is a serious possibility.
Although time did not permit a study, it may also be possible
to extract information on the masses and squark-gluino mixture
based on the number of jets andpT distributions.

E. Note on Dilepton Signature

Dileptons will be an important SUSY signature at TeV33.
Neutralinos should be copiously produced both in combination
with charginos or other neutralinos and in the decays of squarks
and gluinos. As shown elsewhere in this report, the dilepton
mass spectrum has an edge determined by the mass of the light-
est neutralino (for decays not mediated by real sleptons). This
edge is useful both for discovery and for determination of the
mass difference between the lightest and next-to-lightest neu-
tralino.

In the Comparison Point, the dilepton signal is apparent in
association with: 1)b-tags from~b decays; 2) trileptons from
chargino-neutralino production; and 3) in association with high
energy jets. Figure 13 shows the mass distribution for these dif-
ferent cases. In association with highpT jets, the dilepton mass
distribution is shown for a selection of 3 jets (pT > 30 GeV/c)
andHT > 200 GeV, both with and without the additional cut of
missingET > 100 GeV. This figure illustrates a variety of mea-
surements of the same quantity from different SUSY production
mechanisms. The relative magnitudes of the different distribu-
tions are sensitive to the specific SUSY model being considered.

Figure 13: Dilepton mass spectrum from various SUSY pro-
cesses in the Comparison Point. The edge comes from the de-
cay of the second neutralino which is produced copiously both
in association with other neutralinos/charginos and in associa-
tion with or in the decay of squarks and the gluino.

F. The Light SUSY Top Quark Signature

We investigate the possibilityof detecting supersymmetric top
squarks via their decays to charged leptons at the Tevatron in
Run II and TeV33. For the choice of mSUGRA parameters
used as inputs to ISAJET (Point 4), the following facts serve
to delineate the analysis strategy:
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� The combined masses of the lightest top squark (m~t1
=

140 GeV/c2) and the lightest neutralino (m
�
0

1

= 46
GeV/c2) rule out the possibility of a 175 GeV/c2 SM top
decayt! ~t1�

0
1.

� The Run I search for stop by the DØ collaboration[14] fo-
cused on that part of parameter space for whichm

�
�

1

+mb;

MW +m
�
0

1

+mb > m~t1
> m

�
0

1

+mc, such that the decay
~t1 ! c�0

1 dominates. However, for the parameters chosen
for this analysis,m

�
�

1

+ mb < m~t1
. In this scenario the

decay~t1 ! b��1 is preferred.

The lightest chargino��1 decays to leptons and jets with approx-
imately the same branching fractions as the SMW boson. Be-
cause the��1 decay is a three-body decay involving a relatively
massive�0

1, thepT spectra of the leptons are soft compared to
those from SM top decays. This signature can be exploited to
distinguish stop decays from the SM top background.

1. Details of the Stop Analysis

ISAJET v7.20 was used to generate 1000 stop signal events
and approximately 2900 SM top events to serve as a background
sample. These numbers were chosen to equalize the integrated
luminosity for the samples. In both cases decays to dielectron
final states were forced. The respective cross sections were 2.2
pb and 6.6 pb for the SUSY signal and top background. The fol-
lowing cuts were applied to the electrons and jets in the events:

� JETS:
– distinct from EM objects

– j�jetj < 2:5

� ELECTRONS:
– j�elecj < 2:4

– Less than 2 Gev of energy in an isolation cone of
radiusR =

p
��2 +��2 = 0:4

Shown in Fig. 14 are thepT spectra for electrons satisfying the
cuts just described. The difference in the spectra as previously
noted is obvious.

Next, the events were required to have at least two jets with
pT > 15 GeV/c, at least two electrons withpT > 10 GeV/c,
and 6ET > 20 GeV. These cuts are similar to those used in Run
I top analyses, except for the slightly lowerpT threshold on
the electrons necessitated by the softer leptons in stop decays.
At this stage 355 stop events and 1960 top events remained
in each sample, respectively. This corresponds to a signal-to-
background ratio of approximately 1 : 5.5.

To gain better rejection against the top background, two ad-
ditional cuts were imposed. The quantityHT , defined asP
p
jet i
T

+ pelec 1
T

, was an effective cut in Run I top analyses
for selecting top events and for suppressing vector boson back-
grounds (W , Z andWW ). For our purposes we required a
maximumHT value to reject the top events.

The second cut was based on a quantity defined asB =

jpelec 1
T

j + jpelec 2
T

j + j6ET j. The softer leptonpT spectra for
stop events make this cut particularly useful against the SM top

Figure 14: ElectronpT distributions for SUSY signal from
Point 4 (hatched) and from top background (clear).

background [15]. In addition, the increased vector boson back-
grounds after theHT cut are reduced as well. We required:

B < 100GeV,HT < 250 GeV.

Shown in Fig. 15 are theB andHT distributions for signal
and background events passing the cuts imposed on jets, elec-
trons, and6ET .

Figure 15: Distributions of the quantitiesB andHT (defined
in the text) for Point 4 (hatched) and top background (clear)
events.
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2. Stop Results

After the cuts onB andHT were applied, 142 and 118 events
remained in the stop and top samples respectively, demonstrat-
ing the considerable rejection against the SM top background
afforded by the cuts. The signal-to-background ratio is now a
more favorable 1.2 : 1. Shown in Fig. 16 are the final6ET distri-
butions for the signal and background after all cuts.

Figure 16: 6ET distributions for signal (above) and background
(below) events after all cuts.

The results presented here indicate that a supersymmetric stop
squark signal can be detected in Run II while reasonably sup-
pressing the background from SM top quark production. The
number of expected signal and top background events (142 vs.
118) correspond to slightly less than 37 fb�1 of integrated lumi-
nosity. With further optimization of cuts it should be possible
to improve upon these preliminary numbers.

A few points should be mentioned. A complete detector sim-
ulation will likely reduce the overall detection efficiencies by
(at least) a factor of 2. This would result in 71 stop events and
59 top events. Other backgrounds not addressed in this discus-
sion (e.g., Z and Drell-Yan! ee, fake backgrounds in which
jets are misidentified as leptons) can be greatly reduced by re-
quiring that bothb-jets from the��

1
(andW ) decays are tagged.

Assuming a tagging efficiency of 60–70% perb-jet, this yields
a combined efficiency of approximately 40%. In this scenario
the expected number of stop and top events is 28 vs.24, respec-
tively for 37 fb�1. Such statistics point out the necessity of a
large data sample (

R
Ldt > 20 fb�1) in Run II to ensure an

unambiguous signal in this channel.
Finally we point out that the other dilepton channels (e� and

��) are available to increase the statistics of the signal sample.
In analogy to the SM top analyses, the lepton + jets channels can
yield a measurement of the top squark mass as well as confirm
a signal in the dilepton channels. A determination of the stop

cross section can be combined with other anticipated SUSY sig-
nals to constrain the parameters in the model.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Previous studies have shown that large regions of supersym-
metric parameter space become accessible through a high lumi-
nosity program at the Tevatron. At Snowmass, we studied the
potential for measuring supersymmetric parameters at a high lu-
minosity Tevatron following discovery for specific SUSY mod-
els. The prospects for exploration and measurement at the Teva-
tron appear to be very promising. A careful consideration of the
comparison point shows that many different channels will be ac-
cessible and multiple measurements can be made. Based on our
studies, we recommend that Fermilab should make a coherent
effort to deliver an integrated luminosity of order 25-30 fb�1

with reasonably upgraded CDF and D0 detectors, so that new
physics searches and measurements may be carried out until the
LHC turns on. It should be noted that a light Higgs search may
be possible at TeV33; this would be an important concomitant
search, since SUSY predicts it to be lighter than 150 GeV/c2.
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